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Abstract: This study was conducted to examine the Education and better livelihood. Education is one of the most important empowering tools for an individual. It lays the foundation for a better life. Education prepares and trains skilled workers at all level to manage capital, technology, service and administration in every sector of the economy. Livelihoods are two parts- urban and rural. The main moto of urban areas people to survive the Industry, factory workers and rural areas people to survive the agriculture. So, education divided the people into various sector. Education also helps to create a better society. The role of society is most important in this chapter. In the another way, health are most important in every human life, so health concern, sanitation, food etc. are create a people to better lifestyle. The role of education in social and economic development, in reducing poverty and inequality, as a possible contributor to greater social and economic equality with education especially. So, educations roles in various sector is most significant, without education the world was misbalanced.
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Introduction: Education plays a vital role for better livelihood people need a good education to be able to survive in this competitive world. Modern society is based on people who have high living standards and knowledge which allows them to implement better solution to their problem. Education is a tool which provides people with knowledge, skill, technique; information enables them to know their rights and duties toward their family, society as well as the nation. It expands vision and outlook to see the world. It develops the capabilities to fight against injustice, violence, corruption and many other bad elements in the society. Education offers us information of the globe around us. It develops in us a perspective of gazing life. It’s the fore mostnecessary component within the evolution of the state. While not education, one won’t explore new ideas. It means that one would not able to develop the globe as a result of while not ideas there’s not ability and while not ability, there’s no development of the state. Without education everything is not possible. In various country the
livelihood style are different, because, in various country people are belong to various categories. So, Education can remove their inequality, justice and disparity. Right to education is a fundamental right. According to this right children up to age of 14 should study but not work, child labour is an offense. Maximum no. of child labour are in India. It is an essential commodity like food, clothing and shelter. Educated person will identity the difference between good and bad. Education provides food at all times. In life if education is there with us, there is everything in life. It is best source to raise the economy.

**Parts of livelihood:** Usually, there are two parts of the country. One is urban areas and the other is rural areas.

- **Rural livelihood:** Indians rapid economic expansion has tried to include the rural population, which is concentrated in places where rain-fed agriculture is the primary source of income. Rural people’s are main income through agriculture. Poverty remains, however, because of restricted and inequitable access to productive resources such as land water, improved inputs and technologies. Low literacy and skills conspire to keep people in poverty, prohibiting them from claiming their basic rights or engaging in extra activities that would earn them money or help them create assets.

- **Livelihood opportunities in Rural Areas:** There are various ways in which people can earn their livelihood in rural areas. In rural areas there are not develop modern technology and where are many factories and industries. Whenever, we think of rural area, what picture comes in our mind? A village, farmer, crops, livestock etc. Rural people are maximum literacy. So, education is most important factor to develop various industries, crops and so on.

- **Urban livelihood:** In urban areas are defined as where modernization took place. These areas generally consist of an extensive population. Livelihood defined in another way, as the lifestyle of an individual or their occupation. Urban areas people are maximum literacy. So, people’s lifestyles are highly modernized. People are belonging various high levels of mobility’s. People are income various sectors in rural areas-

- **Urban livelihood of street workers:** In urban areas, various people are works in street. For instance ice-cream sellers, vegetable seller, rickshaw pullers and so on, are some of the working individuals that you may stumble across on streets.

- **Self Employed Business:** In rural area people are self-employed. Clothe stores, cafes, medicine shops, etc. There are individuals that established their own organization.

- **Organized Sector workers:** Most of the urban livelihood falls into this category of working professionals. For instance civil engineers, doctors, marketing workers and so on.

- **Factory workers:** Factory workers in urban areas play a very significant role for the development of urban people. In urban areas, various factories are established rice, cloth, essential products and so on. People are belonging to better livelihood in urban areas.
**Effects of Education for better livelihood:** Education can build a better livelihood. Education plays most important role to belong a better life style. A people can develop physically, spiritual, moral value, intellectual, emotional etc. Educations are divided people in various life style- rural and urban. Rural people are not highly educated but urban areas people are highly educated. So, people a survive different category of lifestyle. Education can remove this disparity. Life is made of various parts- relationship, family, friendships, responsibilities, love, profession etc. Each of them requires equal importance for a balanced life. And education is something that encourages holistic lifestyle. So, this is how education makes life better. It changes your perspective towards life. Education could be a powerful agent of amendment and improves health and livelihoods, contributes to social stability and derives long economic process. Education is additionally essential to the success of each one amongst the seventeen property development goals.

**Roles of Education and Society for better livelihood:** One of the foremost necessary advantages of education is that it improves personal lives and helps the society to run swimming. By providing education improvement are often removed and each person will give their contribution to developing the country.

Education helps in creation of a much better society. An educated person is additional seemingly to develop higher ethical associate in nursing moral values as compared to an know nothing. Lack of education creates issues like superstitious notion, poor health and poor living standards. Education brings civil right for each men and ladies and educated folks are able to produce a much better society, while not an honest education, a much better society can’t be shaped.

Education act as backbone of a society. Education is associate nursing integral a part of human society. Its importance in life can’t be unheeded as lack of education provides birth to varied social issues like poor health, internal conflict, poor living standards and lots of additional. It helps folks to search out a much better answer to their issues. Education lets folk notice actuality. Worth of contribution and facilitate become the backbone of the society.

Education encourages Innovation and power. Education suggests that innovation. Innovation and power will solely occur once folk’s area unit delicate enough to understand the way to operate with completely different technologies. Educated folks continually notice an answer to their issues with the assistance of higher technique. In another way, education is that the most powerful weapon that we are able to use to vary the attitude of the globe, an informed person is aware of the way to agitate differing kinds of issues. Through the correct education, someone will develop sensible ethical values. So, education and society play’s vital role to develop better lifestyle and livelihood. In the society people are belonging various category and education provide in various levels. So, the lifestyle are differ each person to another person.
Human Resource Development: Human resource development are most significant aspect of better livelihood, because, without human resource the peoples life was value less. Human Resource Development is a comprehensive world which implies the creation of appropriate manpower for taking up jobs and occupation in accordance with the need of a country. It also means increasing the knowledge, skills and attitudes of the manpower to the optimum levels. This skill, knowledge and attitude are helpful in better livelihood. Generally speaking, the meaning of human resource development differs from country to country. For instance, in developed countries such as Italy and Canada, human resource development means how to increase population. But in developing countries like India, human resource development is the process of increasing knowledge, skills and the capabilities of all people in the society. In economic terms human resource development mean the accumulation of human capitals and it’s effective investment in the development of economy. In political term, human resource development means pre-planning the people for effective participation in domestic political process. From the social and cultural points of view human resource development helps people to have a happy life.

Health and better livelihood: Livelihood is outlined as a means that of securing the wants of life. It’s an important a part of the work that we tend to do to secure a holistic revolution to health. Altogether places, a community’s support, food and health area unit tightly interconnected. We tend to work with folks to boost livelihoods during a range of ways-

- **Education**: Academic initiatives may be the distinction between economic condition and a profitable little business. Adult skill and attainment, even for only one person in an exceedingly community will empower the full community permitting them to fill out forms and access government services.

- **Women Empowerment**: Usually girls within the communities we have a tendency to work aboard area unit while not associate in nursing financial gain. Serving to girl empower themselves through education and coaching, capabilities building, awareness activities and facilitation of assist teams and access to government schemes will facilitate them to begin a little business.

- **Skill development**: Coaching in basic business and technical skill will permit communities to extend the variability of their outputs. Employ ability skills will mean that children notice opportunities that may not have otherwise been out there to them. Often, the folks we tend to work with prolong to line up their own business.

- **Agricultural**: We tend to support communities to pioneer. Families are inspired to use their own resources, build their own compost and diversity their crops. The variability of food made means that a lot of property harvests and farmers are ready to sell the excess to support them selves or manufacture a lot of profitable product like mango juice or fritters.

Poverty and environmental factors are famed by the United Nations agency as root causes of a giant burden of death, malady and incapacity in many parts of the earth. These parts embrace hazards at intervals the house on the community a great deal of typically. Poor health in many of the places where
we have got an inclination to figure are typically attributed to a relatively few key areas of risk. They include: poor water quality or water availability; poor nutrition; vector borne diseases (such as malaria) and lack of health education. So, health is a most import aspect of better livelihood.

**Better livelihood for poor people: The Role of Agricultural:** Agricultural appearance at a theme that may play a very important half in attempt economic condition and hunger. This is often as a result of three quarters of the world’s poorest individuals (the 1.2 billion living on but a greenback a day) sleep in rural areas with their livelihood a technical or another smitten by agriculture. Agriculture provides over food. It contributes to economic process, to raised livelihoods and to provision of environmental services vital to poor individuals in urban and rural areas.

Agriculture is simply too numerous a subject matter to be amenable to such an approach. Rather it’s part wherever developing countries ought to take the lead with in the context of their own poorness reduction, rural development and sectorial ways. These can vary country to country and region to region. Poor individuals themselves should play a serious role in deciding the response in anyone place. It will need imagination on the a part of policy makers as a result of agriculture is one space where ever we’ve a wealth of expertise of what does not add terms of state intervention. However there’s plenty of fine expertise, too of what works. The challenge is to include this into thought policies and approaches.

**Importance of Education and better livelihood:** Education is a part of every human being life. Education plays a very dominant role for better lifestyle. In various sectors- Agricultural, farm, factories, industries etc. education is most important factor for development of this section. In highly educated person can belong a high quality of life and poor education person can belong a poor quality of life. So, education are divided manin various sector and education can remove this sector. In present day, education and better livelihood are interrelated and each interdepended. The first things are they can have a bright future and be able to learn how to read and write. In every day is the importance of education is continuous.

**Conclusion:** Education is important in all the aspects of life. From eating to traveling to earn livelihood, education plays a major role everywhere. Education is not about knowing everything. But knowing about the things that interest you. So, education’s role is various sector are most dominant, without education better livelihood not possible.
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